Skylark
Task:
Design a wireless remote controlled flying platform to complete an obstacle course in
minimum time without crashing.
Path:
The path will consist of loops, bends, underpass, overpass and secret paths placed in
random sequence along an aerial track ending to a balloon, testing pilot and machine
maneuverability skills.
Arena:
Arena is of dimension 10m X 10m
● Start and End zone has a dimension of 1m x 1m as shown in figure 1.
● Path 1 consists of ‘n’ rings of height 1.5m and radius 0.3m as shown in figure 2
● Path 2 consists ‘n’ structures of alternate heights 1.5m and 2.5m and width 1m as
shown in figure 2
● Path 3 consists of a balloon at a height of 1.5m as shown in figure 3
● In path 4 you have to pass over the start zone to path 5 as shown in figure 1
● Path 5 consists of a zig zag path structure with gaps of 1m as shown in figure 3
● In path 6, the machine is supposed to lift a cube of weight 100gm from the platform
as shown in figure 6
● In path 7, the machine has to drop the cube in the platform as shown in figure 5
● In path 8, the machine has to be landed at the start cum end zone.
Machine Specifications:
●
●
●

Machine should fit into the dimension box of 500mm x 500mm x 300mm
Machines should be powered/propelled by non hydrocarbon engine.
Teams can bring not only Drones but other flying machines as mentioned Zeplin, Co
axial chopper, Tail rotor chopper, Quadrotor, Hexapod, Tripod and Octacopter.
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Game Rules:
●
●

●

The participant will be considered for scoring only if his drone completes the
mentioned path in 5 min. Otherwise, his score stands at zero.
During departure and approach to landing, the pilot must not fly the aircraft in a
pattern that will allow the drone to enter any of the nofly zones. The run would be
counted as null and void in the event the drone enters into any one of the no fly
zones. The participant shall then have no further flying attempts. Weight of drone
must be same before takeoff and landing. (+/ 50gm)
Broken propellers are allowed, and will not invalidate a flight attempt. (Note: The
nofly zone is the area excluding the rectangle of 20 m X 20 m as shown in the
Figure 2)

Competition Rules:
●
●
●
●
●

Flight time for a run is defined as the time taken by the drone to follow the mentioned
path, burst the balloon.
A maximum time of 5 minutes from set up to exit from Arena will be given to
complete the circuit.
The drone has to be kept on the start zone in the starting itself.
The timer will start from the moment the countdown finish.
The timer will stop only when the drone finally comes to Start zone.

●

Each team will be given two runs and the better of the two will be considered for the
calculation of points.
A. Two chances would be given for each run, only if the drone lands before
crossing a line passing through Path 1.
B. If the team thinks that the plane is not functioning properly they can use the
second chance only by landing before crossing a line passing through Path 1.
C. If the drone crosses Path 1, the rerun will not be given.

●
●

50 points will be awarded after each path is crossed.
50 extra points will be given after Path 1234 is crossed. Similarly, 50 extra points will
be awarded after crossing Path 5678.
If any team fails to cross any particular path then 60 points will be deducted and can
moved to go next path

●

Judging:
● Teams will be judged based on Scoring , Design, Construction, Technology and
implementation.
● Scoring of mentioned path will be:
Score = (180 time taken) + points earned  penalty
Team Specifications:

A team can consist of a maximum of 4 participants. Students from different
educational institutions can form a team.
Eligibility:
All students with a valid identity card of their respective educational institutions are
eligible to participate.
Certificate Policy:
● Certificate of excellence will be awarded to the top 3 teams.
● Certificate of Participation will be given to those teams who complete the track
at least once, without being disqualified.

